
KNOWLEDGE MOBILIZATION – SINGING STORYTELLERS/OSTASHEWSKI 1p 
The KNOWLEDGE MOBILIZATION plan for Singing Storytellers - hosted by Cape Breton 
University in partnership with Celtic Colours International Festival and CBC-Cape Breton, and 
facilitated through engagement with several community groups, organizations and international 
institutions - ensures that a great diversity of audiences, local/national/international, benefit from the 
research/creation and collaboration of this multi-faceted outreach project. Outcomes are multiple, 
formats varied, ensuring significant intellectual, economic, social and cultural impact of the knowledge 
and activities of the project. The plan includes the following.  

• a symposium involving scholars and artist-practitioners: a variety of formats of 
presentations/learning opportunities shared with the wider public, including local communities and 
tourists visiting for Celtic Colours International Festival, CBC and other audiences 
o presentations open to the public, some of which will be delivered in community, including 

workshops, exhibitions, film screenings, and interactive learning opportunities  
o scholarly papers 
o sessions during which scholars will conduct/record interviews with key artist-practitioners - 

later to be transcribed for publication in the edited collection, and be made available online   
o a planning workshop for those who will participate in the edited collection  
o an original off-Broadway inter-arts/media presentation narrated by a Ukrainian bard, and PD 

workshop on creating traveling theatre productions (based on bardic material) 
• the production of a CD of traditional, historical Ukrainian bardic repertoire, with booklet  
• the creation of a new work, The Sunjata Story (the core Mande epic) by 2 Malian griots and 

Mali-born scholar/translator of Bamana/French/English, produced by ethnomusicologist and 
producer Lucy Duran, publicly performed at the symposium and recorded to broadcast-quality 

o recordings of The Sunjata Story produced as educational shorts, and a DVD* 
• the publication of an edited collection that includes scholarly articles and transcriptions of 

interviews with key artist-practitioners, a critical dialogue between academics and musicians 
• a website leading to a permanent web presence for the project research, through which will be 

available videorecordings of all the symposium presentations, interviews, educational shorts 
o and which will contain a forum to facilitate continued dialogue between scholars, 

communities and artist-practitioners and future collaborations 
The multidirectional flow of knowledge created through this project is further enhanced by the local, 
regional, national and international media, institutional, and industry connections of our 2 main partners. 
Celtic Colours International Festival brings the full impact of this 18-year old, internationally-
recognized, artistically-admired event to the project; their marketing alone (budget 200K+) is something 
we could not reach otherwise. It also brings new audiences to them – local (more diverse communities 
are engaging with the Festival, providing new concert venues), national and international (influx of 
scholars, artists). CBC producer Bergfeldt will engage numerous Symposium presenters and content to 
create programming for various outlets; and use network contacts to direct other media services to the 
project. Programming will air prior to/during/after the Symposium and will be available via CBC online, 
globally, well into the future. These partners and our community, scholarly and institutional partners 
across Canada and around the world ensure long-term impact for our project.  

Singing Storytellers connects with and celebrates a diversity of local ethnocultural groups that 
have international ties, and wider contemporary music scenes – many of which have been largely 
unattended to in Cape Breton educational, cultural, heritage and tourism policy, and public and scholarly 
discourse more generally. The significant impact of this project is already being felt and its long-term 
viability is certain, given the great diversity of scholars, students, artists, institutions and government 
offices, community groups and organizations who are committed to its success. 
* All materials will be licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0. This allows 
educators & students to share, copy & redistribute the material in any medium or format for free. The documentary short, all 
interviews & performances will be available on DVD for documentary & music film festivals, as well as academic 
conferences, primary & secondary school presentations. 


